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A Data Appendix

The Data Appendix is organized as follows. Section A.1 discusses the sources

and methodology behind the construction of the mutual market share and

company count estimates presented in Figure 2, as well as a brief discus-

sion of the history of fraternal and assessment market share. Section A.2

describes the sources, methodology, and definitions behind the company for-

mation sample, and it also presents background information on non-legal

reserve organizational forms. Section A.3 fills in details on the methodol-

ogy behind the regulation and financial requirement data, and it also presents

supplemental information on the time variation in regulation and financial re-

quirements. Section A.4 offers details on sources for data on macroeconomic

variables and post-1950 financial requirements, as well as additional details

about how the latter evolved after the end of the sample period. Section A.5

presents various robustness tests, including alternative specifications of reg-

ulation variables and financial requirements, alternative sample definitions

(e.g., including conversions and industrial/limited life companies), analysis

of subsamples (startups, 1900-1924, and 1925-49), additional analysis of the

form choices of reorganizers and converters, and, finally, a simple analysis of

the association of regulation with entry.
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A.1 Market Share & Company Count Estimates

Market share estimates are based on life insurance in force and are provided

at 5-year intervals starting in 1850 and ending in 2000, with a few additional

estimates: Specifically, estimates are provided for 1937 (the end of Stalson’s

analysis) and 1998 (the last year of company count data in the figure). In

force amounts for 1850 through 1945 are constructed using Stalson [10] (Ta-

bles A and B), annual issues of Spectator Company’s Life Insurance Year

Book from 1900 to 1946 (henceforth referred to as “Spectator”) and Spec-

tator [8]. Stock and mutual companies were classified using information

in Stalson’s Tables A, E, F, and 15; the “Reports” section of Spectator;

text references in Stalson and Knight [5]; insurance department reports (if

available); and, as a last resort, whether or not the company was listed as

having a capital stock (a term usually reserved for stock companies) in the

“History” section of Spectator. Estimates for 1950 and forward were based

on the stock/mutual split reported in American Council of Life Insurance

(ACLI) [1].

The estimates exclude insurance underwritten by fraternal orders, assess-

ment companies, and other institutions outside of the legal reserve market.

However, these institutions (mostly through fraternal insurance) did hold
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significant market share circa 1900. According to Stalson’s estimates in

Appendix 25, fraternal and assessment insurance accounted for about 45%

of the total insurance in force in 1900. This share declined rapidly in the

1910’s, eventually dipping below 6% in 1937–the end of Stalson’s coverage.

ACLI data can be used to construct market share estimates after 1937: It

indicates fraternal share of 3% in 1950 and in the 1-2% range starting in the

1960’s through the modern day.

Data on companies in operation come from two sources. Stalson’s Ta-

ble A covers 1850 to 1937. The source for the post-1950 data is ACLI [1].

Post-1950 data is difficult to interpret because of the rising popularity of the

“group” form of organization (in which multiple insurance companies belong

to a similar parent). Subsidiaries in a group are typically organized as stock

companies, so the proliferation of stock companies after 1950 owed partly to

subsidiary formation. ACLI started classifying stock companies owned by

mutual holding companies as “mutual” in 1999 (a year after the last data

point in the figure), which coincided with a jump in the mutual count from

98 to 119. The decline in mutuality then resumed: By 2003, the number of

active mutuals was 92. ACLI also changed its industry definition in 1994 to

include companies specializing in A&H insurance, which also caused a brief
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interruption in declining counts (the number of mutuals jumped from 108

in 1993 to 123 in 1994). Counts are provided at 5-year intervals from 1850

to 1995, with additional data points for 1937 (the end of Stalson’s analysis)

and 1998 (the year before the change in ACLI classification strategy), and

no data points for 1940 and 1945 (the gap between Stalson’s coverage and

the ACLI coverage).

Both market share and company count estimates for the pre-1950 pe-

riod cover the “legal reserve” life insurance market as implicitly defined in

Spectator (Stalson’s main source is also Spectator). Thus, fraternals, as-

sessment companies, and other life insurance societies are excluded, as are

small local industrial companies in various states. The post-1950 estimates

rely on ACLI’s definition, which also evidently excludes fraternals and other

societies. The status of local industrial companies under ACLI’s reporting

could not be verified, but they seem unlikely to have had major impact on

market share estimates.

A.2 Company Formation Data

The focus on formations (instead of market share) was driven by several con-

siderations. As a practical matter, the data sources did not offer convenient
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aggregations of statistics by state: Using market share would have increased

the data collection by more than an order of magnitude. Methodological

considerations also favor the use of formations. Formations are likely to be

more sensitive to the local regulatory environment than market share, which

may be slow to respond to environmental changes because of the switching

costs faced by both policyholders and companies. For companies, changing

organizational form is a costly process, with years elapsing between initia-

tion and completion. A final consideration is that conversions of national

companies are difficult to interpret at the state level. For example, mutual

market shares surged across the nation with the mutualizations of the 1910’s,

but the main regulatory pressure for conversion came from New York.

The focus on formations guides the choice of time period for study. Mu-

tual formation was rare after the early 1950’s, while pre-1900 data is relatively

difficult to obtain and offers only a few dozen company formations. Accord-

ingly, this paper studies an easily accessible period with many formations of

both mutual and stock companies.

The primary data sources were the “Directory” and “Reports” sections

in annual issues of Spectator, from 1900 to 1952, which contained compre-

hensive lists of the companies deemed to be legal reserve underwriters by
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Spectator. The type of company (mutual or stock) and the state and year

of organization were noted. In cases where the organization year was not

listed, the “year commenced” was taken as the organization year. Each

formation was classified as either a “startup” or a “reorganization.” A for-

mation qualified as a reorganization if 1) an existing company reorganized or

“qualified” to start underwriting business as a legal reserve company, or 2)

a new company was formed for the purpose of reinsuring or taking over the

business of an existing company. In both cases, the text of the Spectator

report on the company (which indicated the “purpose” for which a company

was formed) was used for classification. Annual issues of Best’s Insurance

Reports (henceforth referred to as “Best’s”) were used for 1912 and forward

to confirm existence of companies and to supplement data where Spectator

had missing or ambiguous information. In cases where the two sources dis-

agreed on existence or form, reorganization status, or presented significantly

different formation years, state insurance department reports were consulted

where available.

The source material was remarkably consistent on categorizing compa-

nies as “stock” or “mutual.” This consistency seems to derive not only from

the statutory definitions used by the regulators, but also from ideas about
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ownership and control similar to those that permeate modern thinking about

what distinguishes a stock company from a mutual company. In polar cases,

categorization is straightforward: When investors controlled the company

(through the Board of Directors) and claimed all of the profits as their own,

the company was clearly a “stock” company; when there were no outside

investors, and policyholders exerted at least nominal control (by electing the

Board), the company was clearly “mutual.” There are at least two com-

mon cases, however, that merit deeper examination. First, it was common

for companies controlled by investors to share profits with policyholders via

“participating” insurance contracts. These companies were classified as

“stock” companies by the states and the trade publications, and this assign-

ment seems sensible: Despite sharing in the profits, the policyholders in such

companies typically exerted no direct control over the Board, and the extent

of sharing was typically at the discretion of the company. Second, some of

the early mutuals had a “guarantee fund” or “guarantee capital” consisting

of subordinated debt issued to investors; however, unlike the surplus notes

issued today, it was not uncommon for control rights (in the form of elect-

ing a fraction of the Board of Directors) to be attached to this debt. These

companies were classified as “mutual,” and the assignment fits because 1) the
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maximum annual interest on the guarantee capital was set by charter and 2)

the guarantee capital was often retired at a later date, once the mutual had

matured.

A.2.1 Definition of a Life Insurance Company

As noted in the text, legal reserve companies are usually defined as those

operating under state laws that specify a minimum basis for reserve calcu-

lation. This definition is problematic on several levels. First, a company

domiciled in a state without a valuation law in place would not seem to

fit the definition. Second, laws governing fraternal insurers and other “al-

ternative” institutions changed over the course of the 20th century: For

example, by 1950, most state laws required valuations of fraternal insurers,

which would seem to bring them within the purview of the “legal reserve” de-

finition. Finally, some states allowed “industrial” or “limited capital stock”

companies that were subject to valuation laws in some cases, but typically

had restricted powers (e.g., limitations on the size of contract that could be

issued) and lighter regulations (e.g., lower initial asset requirements).

By choice of source material, this paper follows the implicit definition of

“legal reserve life insurance company” used by the rating agencies, which, to
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a large degree, follows conventions in insurance department reports. The

reports typically had a standard “life insurance company” classification, and

then had special names for other companies (see below). In cases where

the standard “life insurance company” was operating under a legal reserve

law, the agencies typically covered all complying life insurance companies

except those with restricted powers due to having a reduced capital stock

(known in various states as industrial companies, limited life companies, or

limited capital stock companies). In those states without a legal reserve

law, the rating agencies either followed the classification of the domiciliary

state, or they may have used their own judgment or the judgments of other

states where a given company was licensed. As will be discussed in more

detail below, different statutory classes of companies, including stipulated

premium companies, fraternal life insurers, assessment associations, mutual

benefit associations, burial societies, and the like, usually received separate

treatment–regardless of whether a valuation law applied to them or not.

The sample includes only “legal reserve” companies–not in the sense of

the technical definition, but in the sense outlined above. That is, the sample

includes companies referred to as “legal reserve” by the rating agencies–

a reference usually reserved for those companies with the highest level of
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underwriting authority. Companies outside this definition came in a variety

of forms defined by statutes. While the particulars varied from state to

state, some generalizations are provided below:

1. Fraternal orders - Kip [4] notes several key characteristics of the statu-
tory definition of the fraternal insurance society. First, there was a
“non-profit” provision requiring the society to be organized solely for
the benefit of its members. Second, the typical definition required
the society to be organized on the “lodge system.” Third, the society
was required to have a “representative form of government.” Most
fraternals applied assessment insurance principles initially, but many
migrated to “legal reserve” practices over time. Fraternals were virtu-
ally unregulated in 1900, but this changed in the early decades of the
20th century as solvency regulations were applied through sections of
state insurance codes dealing explicitly with fraternal insurance.

2. Assessment companies The glossary of the Insurance Industry
Handbook of the Internal Revenue Manual (posted at the URL
http://www.irs.gov/irm/part4/ch37s06.html, viewed on June 7, 2005)
defines assessment companies as “[c]ompanies selling to groups with
similar interest such as church denominations or professional groups.
Some assessment companies also sell directly to individuals of the gen-
eral public. Such companies may or may not collect premiums; how-
ever, if funds are not sufficient to pay claims, then assessments may be
made against members.” These companies could be for-profit or non-
profit in nature, although assessment insurance was generally allowed
only in highly restricted circumstances by 1950.

3. Mutual benefit associations, mutual protective associations The IRS
source defines mutual benefit associations as “[c]ompanies operating
on the cooperative or assessment plan to pay individual losses.” States
often exempted these and similar associations from most regulations,
but required them to have a “benevolent” character with respect to
serving their membership. These associations are thus distinguished
from for-profit assessment companies. Further, statutes often linked
exemption from the general insurance law to a limitation on contract
sizes.
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4. Stipulated premium companies The IRS source defines a stipulated
premium company as a “hybrid organization possessing some of the
characteristics of a legal reserve company and some of an assessment
association.” These companies typically collected premiums in advance
but retained the right to assess policyholders. Premiums in theory
represented actuarially appropriate premiums, and the minimum levels
were sometimes specified by statute. The companies held reserves but
were typically not held to the same regulatory standards as legal reserve
companies.

5. Industrial companies Stalson (p. 462) notes key characteristics of in-
dustrial insurance that include a) small contract sizes, b) a “house-
to-house, person-to-person” soliciting effort, and c) weekly or monthly
collection of premiums in person by the agent. Industrial insurance
was provided by many of the major underwriters, as well as by smaller
specialist companies. Many states did not have special incorporation
requirements for industrial companies, but some did. Such statutes
defined industrial companies according to a limited contract size, the
weekly or monthly premium collections, and sometimes simply by ref-
erence to the word “industrial.” Industrial companies as defined by
statute were subject to the other features of the “legal reserve” law–
including valuation and reporting–in some states; others enjoyed re-
laxed regulation in areas other than the initial financial requirements
(which also could be relaxed).

6. Limited capital stock companies / limited life companies A cousin of the
industrial company, most frequently seen in Texas, was the “limited”
company that was incorporated with less paid-in capital than required
for regular companies. These companies could only issue contracts of
limited size.

In some cases, the rating agencies drew sharp distinctions between the

“legal reserve” forms and the form in question. Fraternals were treated

separately from legal reserve companies by the rating agencies (regardless of

operating methods). Assessment firms and benefit associations also received
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separate coverage, to the extent that they received any coverage.

Classification was less straightforward for companies in the last three cat-

egories, which sometimes received coverage from Spectator but rarely from

Best’s. In most cases, it seems likely that Spectator did not have a guiding

rationale for inclusion and was thus inconsistent in its classification scheme.

The two agencies typically matched each other and state insurance depart-

ment reports when it came to “legal reserve” companies, but, when the odd

stipulated premium company or industrial company appeared in Spectator,

it often had many relatives judged to be similar by the state that did not

appear. Limited capital stock companies in Texas (which could be formed

with as little as $25,000 in capital, instead of the $100,000 required of fully

empowered companies) are a unique case, in that Spectator consistently cov-

ered these companies and classified them as “legal reserve,” while Best’s

consistently did not.

An earlier version of this paper relied entirely on Spectator’s classification

scheme, while the current version eliminates companies in the enumerated

categories above that did not eventually achieve full legal reserve status.

Companies that did achieve such status were treated as reorganizers.

Conversions (mutualizations and demutualizations) are also eliminated
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from the main sample. Conversions were defined in a manner similar to

reorganizations. That is, a conversion is defined either as a reorganization

of an existing company or as the forming of a new company to reinsure the

business of the old company, where 1) the old and new entities are both legal

reserve companies, and 2) the form of the new entity differs from that of the

old. In the earlier version of the paper, the new companies formed during

“reinsurance” conversions were treated as new formations.

Table A breaks down the full sample, including those observations elimi-

nated from the main sample according to the logic above. The consequences

of altering the sample definitions, as well as the formation patterns among

different types of reorganizers within that subsample, are discussed in the

robustness test section below.

A.3 Regulation & Financial Requirement Data

Statute compilations and session laws for the mainland states and D.C. were

used to identify enactment dates of insurance laws that applied to legal re-

serve companies formed during the sample period. Some qualifications are

necessary. Although the data collection exercise is straightforward on paper,

insurance codes of this period lacked clarity and were littered with conflicting
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provisions. Discretion was sometimes applied in determining which statutes

applied to legal reserve companies. Moreover, some laws may have been

missed. Unless compilation or session law indices indicated otherwise, only

the insurance code was consulted. Thus, relevant laws buried in the general

corporate or criminal codes may have been overlooked. The same can be

said of laws that were enacted and quickly repealed within the five decade

period, since not all of the session laws were reviewed. We attempted to

get coverage for every state-year combination with a company formation and

nearly achieved this goal: Only four formations were eliminated from the

sample due to incomplete data on regulations or financial requirements.

Armstrong reforms were labelled as such (see Table 1) based on whether

the Armstrong Committee recommended the regulation in its report. It is

worth noting that not all of the reforms were innovations. For example, the

Committee endorsed periodic valuations of insurance companies, but such

provisions were common to state insurance codes before 1905–although not

all were applied with the rigor envisioned by the Committee.

We attempted to cast as wide a net as possible in identifying relevant

statutes, but it should be noted that practical issues restricted the focus to

laws that were easily characterized and verified. This restriction did remove
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texture in some circumstances, where simple characterization and verifica-

tion proved elusive. For example, it would be desirable to have variables

characterizing the nature of investment restrictions or voting procedures for

mutual companies, but neither was obtained.

As noted in the main body, financial requirement laws typically stipulated

minimum assets, deposits, or capital/surplus. However, some states also

required mutual companies to collect applications for a minimum total face

value of insurance and at least one annual premium (or a fraction thereof)

from each consumer before starting business. In cases where this regulation

was not subsumed by the financial requirement, it was converted into an asset

requirement by using a premium rate of .04 times the minimum face value

of insurance required times the fraction of the annual premium that had to

be collected. The rate approximates the ratio of premiums to insurance in

force, which was typically in the .03 to .04 range during the sample period.

It should be noted that the preceding characterization of financial require-

ments, which forms the foundation of the tests in the paper and Data Appen-

dix, abstracts from some details. For example, deposit requirements–which

required a company to deliver securities of sufficient worth to an administra-

tor (typically an insurance commissioner), to be held in trust for the benefit
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of the policyholders–varied across states in terms of administrative details

(e.g., responsibilities of the insurance commissioner with respect to monitor-

ing the value of the deposit) and in terms of what types of securities were

acceptable. Capital requirements also varied across states in terms of timing:

While most states required capital to be fully paid in, some states allowed

companies to commence business with a fraction (e.g., 50%) paid in–with

the remainder due some time later.

For the regressions, the financial requirements are converted into real

figures (expressed in millions of 2002 dollars), using the consumer price index

(Series E 135, All Items) from the Bureau of the Census [11] for the annual

averages of 1900-1949, with the September, 2002 value of the ongoing index

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics used as the reference point.

A.3.1 Variation in Regulations over Time

The Armstrong Investigation of 1905 signaled the beginning of a major reform

movement, with many states adopting reforms over the next decades. Table B

shows an expanded timeline of adoptions. Table C shows widespread positive

sample correlation across regulations, suggesting that it is easier to identify

effects associated with variables based on regulatory aggregates than ones
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based on individual regulations.

Table D provides details on the states that had financial requirement

“regime changes”–in the sense of switching from a regime where the mutual

requirement was less than the stock requirement (“favoritism”) to one where

the requirements were equal, or vice versa. In aggregate, the evidence points

to significant differences in form use under different regimes. However, there

are few states with a large volume of company formations both before and

after a regime change. As a result, it is not surprising that the empirical

estimates are less dramatic in the fixed effects setting.

A.4 Miscellaneous Data

A.4.1 Macroeconomic Variables

The real interest rate data are taken from the Bureau of the Census [11]. The

real interest rate is a long-term rate calculated as the basic yield on 10-year

high-grade corporate bonds (Series X 487-91) adjusted for the previous year’s

consumer price inflation (Series E 135, All Items). Other macroeconomic

variables, including nominal and real GNP growth, inflation, unemployment,

and alternative interest rate measures were also pulled from different tables

in the same source and were used in robustness tests to be described below.
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A.4.2 Financial Requirements after 1950

Financial requirements for 1974 are from Carter [3]. The two states in

1974 that were judged to have requirements comparable to those of the mu-

tual “hotbeds” of 1900-1949 (in the sense of having requirements amounting

to $25,000 or less in 1900 dollars for mutuals, and something substantially

higher for stocks) were North Dakota ($10,000 surplus for mutuals, $225,000

capital and surplus for stocks) and North Carolina ($100,000 for mutuals,

$600,000 for stocks). The population-weighted average (median) financial

requirement for newly incorporated mutuals rose by about 88% (119%) in

real terms between 1945 and 1974; the figures for stock firms were about

156% (155%). These figures understate the true impact of the changes, since

all requirements in 1974 were capital and surplus requirements, while some

requirements in the 1940’s were still in terms of assets, deposits, or premiums.

The paper does not attempt to explain why some states adopted financial

requirement differentials while others did not, nor what motivated those with

differentials to get rid of them in the 1940’s and 1950’s. Though systematic

treatment of these issues is beyond the ambition of the paper, the particular

case of Texas–which accounted for more than a quarter of the mutuals in

the sample–is suggestive. By the 1950’s, in the words of McCandless [6]
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(p. 33):

[T]he state was still trying to “grow” its domestic insurers. Texas
laws were meant to encourage the formation of insurance com-
panies, not to make it more difficult. As the postwar economy
gradually picked up steam, however, capitalization laws that were
adequate during the 1930s quickly became outmoded, leading to
a situation in which it was, plainly speaking, too easy to form
and obtain regulatory approval of an insurance company. Scores
of new companies sprang to life – some with little or no financial
security. ... As might be expected, the whole structure started to
unravel not long afterward.

Texas was rocked by a series of insurance scandals in the 1950’s, and the

revision of capital requirements in the 1950’s appears to have been part of the

legislative response aimed at reforming the industry. By raising requirements

and eliminating differentials in 1956, the legislature reversed a policy that

had been in place since 1909.

Current financial requirements can be found in the National Association

of Insurance Commissioners’ Compendium of State Laws on Insurance Top-

ics. By 1999, only 4 states made any distinction at all between the require-

ments for stock and mutual companies, and the number with requirements

comparable to the “hotbeds” (in the sense described above) remained at two.
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A.5 Robustness Tests & Other Analysis

A.5.1 Alternative Models and Specifications

The main body of the paper uses a pooled logit model and a conditional

fixed effects logit model for the empirical work. Alternatively, a random

effects logit model could have been used. This model yielded results similar

to those obtained from the pooled model, with the noteworthy exceptions

being that the coefficient estimates for “Regulate” and “Reorganization” are

larger in magnitude and meet the usual standards for statistical significance

in all specifications.

In addition to exploring different models, we also considered different

variables and sample definitions. Table E describes some additional regu-

lation and financial requirement variables and presents descriptive statistics.

These variables are used in some of the regressions discussed below.

Regulation Identification of the empirical association between regulation

and mutuality is challenging. As noted above, the high correlation among

regulations makes it difficult to estimate individual effects with confidence.

The regressions in Table 5 use the “Regulate” variable, and the positive

coefficient reflects an association of mutuality with states that ranked as
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the most aggressive insurance regulators. The threshold of 13 laws used

in the main body of the paper is evidently arbitrary, but the positive sign

of the association was generally robust to changes in variable specification.

However, the statistical significance of the association (which was generally

confined to the fixed effects models of Table 5) was not. For example,

when the threshold for “Regulate” is set at 10 or 11 laws instead of 12

or 13, statistical significance is sacrificed, and the point estimates indicate a

more modest association between mutuality and regulation in the fixed effects

specifications. These lower thresholds correspond to a moderate regulatory

standard–met or exceeded for 51% and 46% of formations, respectively;

while thresholds of 12 and 13 were met or exceeded for 34% and 27% of

formations, respectively. A threshold of 14 was met in only 3% of the cases

and 3 states.

Table F presents regressions with some alternative regulation variables.

The first, “Armstrong,” was used in an earlier version of the paper to capture

major enactments of regulation: It indicates states which have enacted at

least three Armstrong reforms subsequent to 1905. Three other variables

are introduced (see Table E) to indicate strength in three different dimen-

sions of regulation–the basic regulatory apparatus, regulation of contract
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forms, and restrictions on management. The estimates are representative of

the general pattern in empirical testing of the association between mutual-

ity and regulation–the overall association between regulation and mutuality

tended, if anything, to be positive; however, the usual standards for statis-

tical significance were not always met, and findings on individual laws or

subgroups of laws were not generally stable in the sense of being robust to

specification changes or to moving from pooled to fixed effects estimation.

As a final illustration, Table G presents the results of regressions with

an expanded set of regulatory explanatory variables. Although the financial

requirement variables still register strong effects, most of the other coefficient

estimates do not meet the usual standards for statistical significance.

Financial Requirements The main body of the paper uses variables that

greatly simplify financial requirements by ignoring the distinction between

capital requirements and asset requirements. Table H presents regression

results based on logit models like those in the main body, except that financial

requirements are now represented by capital and surplus requirements rather

than asset requirements. In addition to the capital and surplus requirements

for stocks and for mutuals, a variable for mutual asset requirements (other
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than surplus) is included. This inclusion recognizes that a number of mutual

financial requirements were specified in terms of deposits or assets (rather

than surplus), while stock financial requirements were typically capital and

surplus requirements. Indeed, the stock capital and surplus requirement was

equivalent to the stock asset requirement for nearly 95% of the observations,

but this was true for the mutual analogs in only 67% of the observations.

The results are qualitatively similar to the ones presented in the main

body. The pooled logit specifications do not indicate a noticeable difference

between mutual capital and surplus requirements and mutual asset require-

ments, although the fixed effects specifications do suggest that the former

may have been more important than the latter for startups.

Time Dummies and Macroeconomic Variables Using 5-year time

dummies (instead of decadal dummies) did not materially change the key

findings. The point estimates on the time dummies themselves indicate

the 1930-34 and 1935-39 periods as having the strongest association with

the mutual form, although the estimates do not consistently meet the usual

standards for statistical significance.

The paper uses a real interest rate based on the 10-year basic yield of
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corporate bonds, but other macroeconomic variables from data in Bureau

of the Census [11] were tested–with mixed results. In particular, shorter

term rates (based on commercial paper) yielded similar results. Consumer

price inflation exhibited a strong negative association with mutuality, and

unemployment exhibited a strong positive association with mutuality. GNP

growth did not yield statistically significant results. The inflation and in-

terest rate variables yielded a fairly stable association with mutuality across

the 1900-1924 and 1925-49 subsamples, while unemployment did not. Stock

price variables, such as the dividend-to-price ratio and the price-to-earnings

ratio, did not yield robust and statistically significant associations with mu-

tuality.

Credit spreads (based on the difference between Moody’s Baa and Aaa

corporate rates, available 1919 and forward) yielded a very strong association

with mutuality over the 1919-1949 period.

A.5.2 Alternative Sample Definitions & Subsample Analysis

Including conversions (demutualizations and mutualizations) along with re-

organizations adds 69 observations to the sample (see Table A). Running

the models on this expanded sample results in a few changes worth noting.
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First, the association of fraternal regulation with the stock form among re-

organizers (indicated by a negative and statistically significant coefficient on

“RD*Fraternal”) becomes statistically weaker. Second, in the fixed effects

specifications, the association of startup mutuality with strong regulation

becomes smaller in magnitude and statistically weaker, while the association

of startup mutuality with financial requirements becomes larger in magni-

tude and statistically stronger. This may derive from the fact that three

states that had been dropped from the fixed effects estimation in the original

sample are now included due to having at least one mutual formation (in the

form of a mutualization).

Expanding the sample further by counting industrial and limited capital

stock companies in the ranks of the legal reserve companies brings in an

additional 111 observations (mostly stock companies). The major change

relative to the results above (i.e., those obtained by running the models on

the sample expanded by conversions only) is that the effects of financial

requirements are mitigated by a modest degree. However, the estimates

remain economically significant and meet the usual standards for statistical

significance in all pooled specifications and in three of the four fixed effects

specifications.
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Table I reports results from running the pooled logit model on the sub-

sample of startups, as well as on the 1900-1924 and 1925-1949 subsamples.

The results are qualitatively similar in most respects to those reported for

the full sample. Results of fixed effects estimation are not reported, since so

many observations are lost in the process of restricting the sample. For ex-

ample, 299 of the 653 observations (30 states) are lost when using state fixed

effects in the startup subsample, leaving 354 observations from 17 states.

The results become very sensitive to specification changes in this setting: In

particular, for the analogs to the specifications used in the main body of

the paper, the financial requirement effects are evident (and significant) only

when using the “Favor” variable.

A.5.3 Analysis of Reorganizers and Converters

As suggested by Table A, reorganizers were not a homogenous group. Lim-

ited capital stock and industrial companies chose the stock form almost ex-

clusively when reorganizing as legal reserve companies (in fact, some of these

companies did not actually reorganize–they simply “qualified” for the higher

status and were so labelled by the state and rating agencies upon qualifica-

tion). “Other reorganizers” (fraternals, assessment associations, mutual
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benefit associations, and so forth) chose the mutual form in some cases and

the stock form in others; the same is true of “converters” (existing legal re-

serve companies that underwent conversion–either from stock to mutual or

from mutual to stock). However, the patterns of form choice within these

two subgroups were far different.

Table J shows pooled logit model results for the “other reorganizer” and

“converter” subsamples, revealing opposite patterns with respect to the asso-

ciation of mutuality with financial requirements. The “other reorganizers”

tended to mimic the startup tendency toward the path of least resistance,

while the converters exhibited the exact opposite. The latter association

may be evidence of firm organizers taking the easy route initially by forming

a mutual, and later converting to stock after the enterprise had reached a

critical mass: This stratagem seems likely to have been employed in Texas

and Washington during the sample period.

We also gathered data on the assets and liabilities of the organizations

prior to conversion (where it was available).a The available data allowed us

aThe main data sources were the state insurance department reports, and the data is
incomplete. It was not always possible to locate the relevant department report, and, even
when the report was available, the accounting data for the organization in question could
still be incomplete (remember that many of these organizations had relaxed or non-existent
reporting requirements).
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to classifyb some of the 171 reorganizers according to whether or not their

resources met the financial requirements of the domiciliary state at the date of

their reorganization. The data indicate that “other reorganizers” inclined to

the stock formwhen the reorganizer could not meet the financial requirements

for either form, choosing the mutual form in only 8 of 37 such circumstances.

However, the mutual form prevailed in 26 of 30 reorganizations where the

reorganizer had resources sufficient to meet mutual requirements but not

stock requirements. When the reorganizer had resources sufficient to choose

either form, the mutual form was chosen in 37 of 55 cases. The remaining

reorganizers could not be classified due to missing data.

These patterns suggest that reorganizers were influenced by financial re-

quirements and also support the conjecture offered in the main body of the

paper–that the greater financial resources of reorganizers may have allowed

them the luxury of choosing the mutual form with greater frequency than

bThe classification algorithm proceeded as follows. Financial resources in the year
prior to conversion were compared to the state’s financial requirements in the year of
reorganization, with the firm classified as having sufficient resources to meet a requirement
(or not) on the basis of the comparison. If the prior year data was unavailable, resources in
the year of conversion were used as a substitute if the firm had reorganized as a mutual
(and thus was unlikely to have raised outside capital). Had prior year resources been
the sole means of classification, the breakdown would have been: 7 mutuals out of 36
reincorporations where neither requirement could be met, 10 out of 14 where the mutual
requirement could be met but the stock requirement could not, and 18 out of 40 where
neither requirement was binding.
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startups.

A.5.4 Analysis of Entry

It is possible that financial requirements and other regulations acted as barri-

ers to entry. While full examination of this possibility lies beyond the scope

of this paper, we report here the association between company formations

(based on data in the main sample) and the corresponding regulation data.

As noted above, there are some gaps in our data on regulations and financial

requirements–mostly in state-years where there were no formations. Nev-

ertheless, we are able to create an unbalanced panel data set of formations

by year by state, with valid observations in 2291 of the 2450 possible cells

(2450 = 49 states times 50 years).

Poisson regression models are used measure the association between regu-

lation and entry (startups and reorganizations, but not conversions) of legal

reserve companies. Table K shows the results of pooled and fixed effects

Poisson regressions (see Wooldridge [12], pp. 668-78 for discussion of both

models in the context of panel data). The fixed effects specifications reflect

state effects. State population was used as the exposure variable in two of

the specifications; census data offers decadal population estimates by state,
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and linear interpolation is used to fill in the intervening years.

Mutual financial requirements exhibited negative and statistically signifi-

cant association with entry, while stock requirements did not. Since mutual

requirements were typically the lower of the two requirements, this finding is

consistent with financial requirements being barriers to entry. Other regu-

lations did not exhibit a consistent and statistically robust association with

entry. Entry dropped off significantly during the 1930’s.
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